EDMONTON - COHORT 3

BIPOC IN BLOOM PRESENTS FOOD 4 THOUGHT
Intentions of BIPOC in BLOOM and Food 4 Thought:
Reconnection through decolonizing our relationship
with our traditional foods and practices, which are
often stigmatized.
• Opportunity to explore the diversity of foods and
their histories which are within the vibrant BIPOC
Community
• Creating a safe, inclusive, fulfilling space to build
community within BIPOC in BLOOM that is accessible
to BIPOC community (both at the garden and event)
• Exposure on how to decrease personal and communal
food waste facilitated through connections at the
event with the organizations participating
• Creating an interactive fun environment where
connections can grow.

•

We are BIPOC in Bloom, a group of BIPOC (Black,
Indigenous, People of Colour) youth wanting to make
a difference in our BIPOC community in reclaiming our
relationship with food and land as a result of racism,
colonization, and displacement.
We hope to make a significant impact on our relationship
with the land by creating sustainable food initiatives
that integrate our diverse cultural heritage. Our goal is to
create a BIPOC community garden as a continual green
space to support the healing and nurturing of individuals
seeking to grow their relationship with food and land.

Number of participants

approximately 70 participants, 35 actively involved with the
booths, 11 external volunteers, event engaged 24 youth actively,
60 people tried the upcycled bread
Online reach

502 IG Followers, 209 on FB Event Page

Event link (past)

https://www.facebook.com/
events/332256774148072/
Media links

https://www.instagram.com/bipocinbloom/

What’s next?

From this event, BIPOC in Bloom created an online community
that aims to center and provide space for racialized folks
to explore and support connection and healing with their
relationship to food + land. BIB has future hopes for a physical
garden space next summer.

Date: Sunday June 2, 2019
Time: 1-4pm
Location: Strathcona Community League
Event Description:
An eco-fair that raises food waste awareness and bridges
the gap with food insecurity through a decolonizing and
culturally inclusive lens.
The day opened with a beautiful performance and
recognition from Cree Drummer Mackenzie Brown. BIPOC
in BLOOM debuted themselves at the event introducing
the work they have completed and where they are going.
Leftovers YEG presented on Food Waste in Edmonton
homes and knowledge to help reduce it. There were
interactive booths from Community Gardens to Fruit
Rescue to How to make body care products with food
to ethnically centred food supports. This was followed
with a captivating panel with Metis Elder Elsie Paul, Metis
grandmother Kathy Hamelin, Indian mother Raminder
Dhindsa and Black Metis Youth Kyla Pascal.

